The new universal support: Giving you a world of flexibility.

The universal support has been designed for the installation of Modul 45 devices and standard installation devices with a 50 x 50 mm central plate. It offers multiple combination options for sockets and data and multimedia equipment.

- Support frame with innovative turn buckle
- Cover plates for flexible equipping with devices
- Removable floor plate
Multiple combination options

The compact Modul 45 devices can be combined in the universal support as required and allow maximum equipping of a device installation unit. Also the combination of socket, data and multimedia and standard installation devices with a 50 x 50 mm central plate is possible.

Cover plates for equipping the device flexibly

Equipping the universal support with devices is determined by the selection of the cover plates. In the universal support is room for up to four Modul 45 devices. Combinations of Modul 45 devices and standard installation devices are also possible.

Support frame with innovative turn buckle

The universal support is fastened with a turn buckle in the locking ladder of a cassette or a service outlet. The turn buckle makes mounting easier and faster. The universal support is mounted and securely locked in only a few steps.

Removable floor plate

The floor plate can be removed completely or partly. The benefit is that when data and multimedia equipment is installed, the cable can simply be routed downwards out of the universal support.